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A Manutti experience is a moment of joy and 
cosiness under the sky. Warmth and luxury for 
everyone, everywhere: from sunrise until sunset.

Step outside. Feel the warmth on your skin and enjoy the presence of your 

loved ones. At Manutti we believe in the beauty of outdoor spaces and 

their power to connect us. Our pieces are designed to inspire you to spend 

unforgettable moments outside with friends and family, at any time of the 

day, from dawn to dusk.

Manutti pieces are more than furniture. They are the canvas on which 

you’ll create cosy and congenial moments. They are for everyone, every 

moment, and wherever in the world you may be. Whether you prefer 

relaxing besides the cool crisp water of your private pool, in the salty 

dunes near the shore, or want to bask in the serenity of nature or the 

vibrant atmosphere of the city: we’ve cultured four styles that will defy 

your expectations. Just sit back, relax, and get inspired.

      The common themes in our designs: innovation,    
 craftsmanship and an uncompromising eye for quality. 

That’s why our exclusive pieces are true originals and destined to become 

icons. At the same time, we keep your everyday needs in mind. Each design 

is well-considered and consciously aligns with the practical aspects of 

life. We have added a graceful element of softness that will bring you into 

harmony with the present moment. A Manutti moment is designed to last a 

lifetime. Make sure you fill it with warmth, luxury and pleasure. 
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Moods•
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Tropical
 Concrete•

Tropical concrete, our first 
style, triggers vibrant emotion. 
Embrace the urban vibe: chill, 

comfy and vibrant. Explore the 
grandeur and excitement of city 

life, with its grand boulevards, 
open squares and dazzling 

architecture. 

Discover the perfect mix of old and new. Amble 

past impressive art deco houses surrounded 

by large landscaped gardens or take a stroll in 

one of the many flower-filled city parks. Enjoy 

a day on the water or connect with the cultural 

offering in a city that never sleeps. 

8 Moods

https://www.manutti.com/en/moods/tropical-concrete
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Tender
  Earth•

Our second style, tender 
earth, will set your 
spirits soaring. Enjoy 
the peacefulness of 
country life in cosy, rustic 
surroundings. Look around 
and find yourself in a world 
that’s both dreamlike and 
authentic. 

Stroll slowly between the olive trees in a 

beautiful, rolling landscape. Listen to the 

sounds of happily babbling brooks while 

the gentle scents of lavender and citrus 

fill the air. It’s the perfect setting for a 

generous wine tasting after spending 

the day scouting the Mediterranean 

countryside. 

9Moods

https://www.manutti.com/en/moods/tender-earth
https://www.manutti.com/en/moods/tender-earth


Salty
 Dunes•

Let your mind wander with our 
third style, salty dunes. Picture the 
sand between your toes. You are 
relaxing at the seaside with only 
the sound of the waves to guide 
you. Doze off at sunset in the 
shade of the palm trees. 

Immerse yourself in a feeling of simplicity and 

freedom while gazing over the ocean from your 

hammock. The wind has shaped the dunes into 

romantic waves, punctuated with jagged rocks, 

pearly white beach houses and wooden cabins. 

The air is filled with the tangy smell of marine salt 

and freshly caught fish. 

10 Moods

https://www.manutti.com/en/moods/salty-dunes
https://www.manutti.com/en/moods/salty-dunes


Crisp
 Water•

Sink into the embrace of crisp 
water, our final style. Imagine 
yourself floating under a radiant 
sun, listening to the sounds of 
joyful summer tunes and splashing 
water by the poolside. 

Clink your glasses of bubbling champagne 

and fruity lemonade together as you initiate 

your exhilarating pool party. Dive in! Inhale the 

fresh, intoxicating aromas of lime and oleander, 

the natural scents of summer, blended with 

the classic holiday smells of sunscreen and 

chlorinated water. 

11Moods
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Designers•
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Establishing timeless connections
Designer of Cobi & Sunrise

After studying industrial design in Montreal, American designer Matthew Townsend 

(1992) pursued his passion for furniture design by moving to Florence, Italy. 

Aesthetics and functionality come together perfectly as Matthew constantly finds 

creative new ways to use materials in his designs. “Establishing a strong personal 

connection between user and the design is what makes a piece timeless” says 

Matthew, who believes that good design comes down to the user’s experience 

and perception of that piece. The Cobi coffee table collection was his first design 

for Manutti. With Sunrise, Matthew has created a completely new and unique 

collection consisting of sofa’s, chairs, tables and loungers. The use of fabric and 

textile as part of the furniture frames creates an intriguing yet balanced contrast. 

Matthew Townsend

Transcending beauty through artisanship
Designer of Muyu, Yiko, Torsa, Zendo Sense, Kobo and Radoc

Good design goes hand in hand with usability and comfort. That 

is what inspires Manutti founder and head designer Stephane De 

Winter (1968). He created and guards the unique Manutti DNA: 

smart design, craftsmanship and a profound sense of quality. This is 

reflected in his Kobo, Radoc and Zendo Sense collections, featuring 

a mix of refined, classic designs with a contemporary twist. Always 

receptive to the customer’s needs and in line with the latest trends, 

his team transcends itself to go beyond beauty. 

Stephane De Winter 
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https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/stephane-de-winter
https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/matthew-townsend
https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/matthew-townsend
https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/stephane-de-winter


International classics with an elegant twist
Designer of Flows 

The Milanese design studio Metrica, headed by Lucio Quinzio 

Leonelli and Robin Rizzini, brings a touch of Italian flair to Manutti. 

Internationally acclaimed for its exclusive mixture of creation 

and technical management, the studio’s designs are elegant and 

meticulously crafted. The collaboration with Manutti resulted in the 

Flows collection, a balancing act between traditional aesthetics and a 

unique, elegant shape. 

Metrica Design Studio

Playful design from the heart
Designer of Sandua

For the Swiss-German designer, Robin Hapelt,  great design doesn’t just 

have to look good, it should also make people happy. That’s why all of his 

pieces exude contrast and humour. Hapelt is now residing in Southeast 

Asia, which he calls “a very exciting and inspiring part of the world.” Much 

of his work reflects the Asian culture, particularly his use of Oriental 

weaving techniques and materials like rattan and bamboo. He makes his 

debut designing for Manutti with the ethnic-inspired Sandua collection, 

for which he spent many hours experimenting himself with different 

weaving patterns and techniques.

Robin Hapelt
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https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/metrica-design-studio
https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/metrica-design-studio
https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/robin-hapelt
https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/robin-hapelt


Beyond the aesthetics 
Designer of Kumo & Solid

With a practical understanding of product usability and an eye for fine 

details, Lionel Doyen (1978) takes a slightly different approach to design 

and development. Specialised in service, product and industrial design, 

the French designer aims to create on a more personal and experimental 

level, always keeping the customer’s experience in mind. His style can 

best be described as innovative and timeless, as he consistently looks 

beyond mere aesthetic appeal. He designed the Kumo & Solid collections 

for Manutti, blending design with everyday comfort. In 2013, he launched 

his own design studio. 

Lionel Doyen

Inspired by life
Designer of Elements, Mood & Moon Island

Inspired by the beauty of everyday life, Gerd Couckhuyt (1970) is an 

award-winning Belgian designer whose Manutti collections breathe 

subtlety, elegance and fun. The Mood collection comes with a touch of 

light and translucence. His vibrant style fits perfectly in the Moon Island 

collection, seamlessly combining pure lines with colourful designs. The 

enticing forms and alluring architecture of the Elements collection 

earned Manutti the ‘Red Dot Award for Product Design’.

Gerd Couckhuyt
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https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/gerd-couckhuyt
https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/lionel-doyen
https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/lionel-doyen
https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/lionel-doyen
https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/gerd-couckhuyt


Great in simplicity
Designer of Air, Duo & Lumo

Through his elegant minimalistic style, Belgian designer Koen Van 

Extergem (1989) has brought a sense of purity and lightness to Manutti. 

He studied product development and furniture design and joined the 

Manutti design team in 2013. His sleek, clean-cut creations are at the 

heart of the Air, Lumo & Duo collections: a new generation of durable 

outdoor solutions that are meticulously crafted, yet warm and full of 

character. In 2018, he was recognised with the Archiproducts Design 

Award for his Duo rocking chair. 

Koen Van Extergem

17Designers

https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/koen-van-extergem
https://www.manutti.com/en/designers/koen-van-extergem
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 It is a thing of beauty when craftsmanship and innovation combine in 
perfect harmony. Distinctly different from one another, yet perfectly in 
sync, each piece in the Sandua collection is an ode to true artisanship. 
An organically shaped woven shell is cradled by the sculpted wooden 
base. Designer Robin Hapelt developed a both modern and unique 
take on traditional weaving techniques, using not one, but two different 
materials, resulting in unmatched aesthetics as well as comfort. 

Inspiration 31

Sandua•
designed by Robin Hapelt

Manutti icons•
Every Manutti piece is created with passion, purpose and attention to aesthetical and technical detail. While we take pride 
in all our collections, there are a few that stand out above the rest due to their unique design, technical sophistication 
or simply because they never cease to intrigue us. They are both avant-garde and timeless, and the embodiment of true 
outdoor luxury. They are Manutti icons. 

Surrounded by a sense of purity in the use of natural materials,  
Muyu offers a sectional lounge collection as well as light and 
airy dining chairs. Soft, rounded joints ensure the elegant teak 
silhouettes blend together seamlessly into a single organic structure. 
Complemented by large, fluffy cushions, Muyu extends an open 
invitation for convivial outdoor moments – from sunrise to sunset.

Inspiration 24

Muyu•
designed by Stephane De Winter
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Clean lines and strong curves give Sunrise an undeniably compelling 
posture, while the warmth of its materials and openness of its 
frame form an irresistible invitation for endless moments of outdoor 
enjoyment. Available in warm brushed teak and bold teak scuro, 
Sunrise includes a complete range of both lounge and dining 
furniture. Sunrise’s versatility makes it a captivating addition to any 
environment.

Inspiration 43

Sunrise•
designed by Matthew Townsend

A sleek frame, sophisticated upholstery fabrics, exceptional seating 
comfort and endless combination possibilities are only a few 
features of Zendo Sense, a new take on a timeless Manutti icon. 
Offering sectional and freestanding sofas, club sofas, daybeds and 
coffee tables, the versatility of Zendo Sense makes it the perfect fit 
for settings of all shapes and sizes : from intimate urban balconies to 
lavish terraces with infinite views.

Inspiration 49

Zendo Sense•
designed by Stephane De Winter
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Fashioned from natural teak and brushed teak nero, the Solid collection 
is both an invitation and a bold statement. The design of the chairs, 
stools and bar stools perfectly balances technological innovation and 
authentic craftsmanship. Its graceful wooden frame and delicately 
crafted plush seating simultaneously suggest solidity and comfort – a 
sensation that is further amplified by its sensual shape, which molds to 
the body.

Inspiration 62

Solid•
designed by Lionel Doyen

Flows unites a world of contrasts: limber yet strong, this collection 
features a light, elegant aluminium frame combined with the warmth 
of a handcrafted wood finish. Flows carefully balances old and new 
to give the pieces their defining characteristics. The unique shape 
of the oval legs turns the Flows sofa into a one-of-a-kind piece of 
furniture destined for long-lasting appreciation.

Inspiration 55

Flows•
designed by Metrica Design Studio

Manutti icons•
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Torsa tables are the epitome of sophistication: slender and light. 
The sculpted teak base is combined with a tabletop made of teak, 
marble or monochrome ceramic. A relaxing coffee break, a festive 
banquet or jolly aperitif: Torsa tables turn any occasion into a 
moment to remember. Thanks to its understated size, Torsa is apt for 
small or large spaces and is multi-functional.

Inspiration 69

Torsa•
designed by Stephane De Winter

Timeless in style, Kobo chairs and sofas constitute a marvel of 
technical complexity. Kobo’s secret? A structure made entirely of 
hand-woven rope around a welded aluminium frame. The curved 
lines of the armchair and full-length sofa are combined with deep, 
plush seating for extreme comfort.

Inspiration 75

Kobo•
designed by Stephane De Winter
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Designed by Stephane De Winter

Surrounded by a sense of purity in the use of natural materials, Muyu offers a 
sectional lounge collection as well as light and airy dining chairs. Soft, rounded 
joints ensure the elegant teak silhouettes blend together seamlessly into a single 
organic structure. Complemented by large, fluffy cushions, Muyu extends an 
open invitation for convivial outdoor moments – from sunrise to sunset.

Muyu.

Discover Muyu

24 Collections | Muyu



Muyu | custom sofa set - lounge chair Sandua | outdoor lighting LED small Tsuki | side table Ø40x45h
25Collections | Muyu



Muyu | daybedTsuki | side table Ø40x45h
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Muyu | dining chair 

Torsa | dining table Ø148 - 73h Nubo | organic rug 446x255 - 292x152 - 223x137

Sandua | outdoor lighting LED large - medium - small 
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Muyu | dining chair Sandua | outdoor lighting LED medium - small Air | dining table 264x118 - 74h
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Muyu | lounge chair   Tsuki | side table Ø40x45h
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Sandua | papasan chairTsuki | side table Ø40x45h

30 Collections | Sandua



Sandua.
Designed by Robin Hapelt

It is a thing of beauty when craftsmanship and innovation combine in perfect 
harmony. Distinctly different from one another, yet perfectly in sync, each piece in 
the Sandua collection is an ode to true artisanship. An organically shaped woven 
shell is cradled by the sculpted wooden base. Designer Robin Hapelt developed a 
both modern and unique take on traditional weaving techniques, using not one, but 
two different materials, resulting in unmatched aesthetics as well as comfort. Topped 
off with opulent cushions, Sandua radiates sophisticated splendour.

Discover Sandua

31Collections | Sandua



Sandua | dining chair Torsa | dining table Ø148 - 73h
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Tsuki | side table Ø40x45h - side table Ø35x39hSandua | lounge chair
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Sandua | dining chair    Sunrise | dining table 350x120 76h - dining bench 300x42
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Sandua | high back lounge chair - footstool

Tsuki | side table Ø40x45h
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Sandua.
Sandua | outdoor lighting LED large - medium - small 

Designed by Robin Hapelt

Light is essential when designing your outdoor space. While sunlight 

brightens up the day, Sandua outdoor lighting LED creates the perfect 

ambience in the evening. Available in small, medium and large, these 

remote-controlled and rechargeable lights take center stage and are 

sure to brighten any outdoor setting.

Discover Sandua
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Sandua | high back lounge chair - outdoor lighting LED large - medium - small Torsa | organic coffee table Ø100x24h - organic coffee table Ø60x35h
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Yiko | dining chair    Torsa | dining table 264x118 - 73h

38 Collections | Yiko



Yiko.
Designed by Stephane De Winter

Elegance and curved lines from every angle and exceptional seating comfort were 

the drivers behind the design of Yiko. The seat – woven in a recycled two-tone 

wicker - evoke a familiar sense of nostalgia, and offers exceptional comfort. The 

teak frame hints at both traditional craftsmanship and pure, Japanese-inspired 

minimalism. Available in warm teak natural, Yiko effortlessly complements both 

classic and modern environments.

Discover Yiko

39Collections | Yiko
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Yiko | dining chair    Tsuki | side table Ø40x45h
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Sunrise | lounge chair - 2-seater sofa - coffee table 165x74x35h Torsa | organic coffee table Ø60x35h Nubo | organic rug 446x255
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Touch | pouf Ø82    Sunrise | sun lounger teak with armrest

Designed by Matthew Townsend

Clean lines and strong curves give Sunrise an undeniably compelling posture, while the warmth 

of its materials and openness of its frame form an irresistible invitation for endless moments 

of outdoor enjoyment. Available in warm brushed teak and bold teak scuro, Sunrise includes a 

complete range of both lounge and dining furniture. Dark teak details and a backrest upholstered 

in fabric or Batyline® complete the design of this robust yet elegant teak collection by Matthew 

Townsend. From countryside residence to avant-garde hotel or even a futuristic yacht, Sunrise’s 

versatility makes it a captivating addition to any environment.

Discover Sunrise

Sunrise.
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Sunrise | dining table 285x110 76h - dining bench 235x42 - dining chair 
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Sunrise | dining table 285x110 76h - dining bench 235x42 - dining chair 

Sunrise | dining bench 235x42
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Sunrise | sun lounger textiles

Sunrise   dining table 285x110 76h 

Sunrise | dining bench 235x42

Sunrise   dining table 350x120 76h

Sunrise | dining bench 300x42
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Sunrise | dining table 285x110 76h - dining bench 235x42 - dining side chair - dining chair
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Zendo Sense | sofa set 6 - coffee table 150x80x25h Sandua | high back lounge chairNubo | organic rug 446x255 - 292x152 
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Sandua | high back lounge chair

Designed by Stephane de Winter

A sleek frame, sophisticated upholstery fabrics, exceptional seating comfort 

and endless combination possibilities are only a few features of Zendo 

Sense, a new take on a timeless Manutti icon. Carefully selected materials 

are crafted into durable, weatherproof pieces that emanate luxury and show 

no distinction between interior and exterior design. Offering sectional and 

freestanding sofas, club sofas, daybeds and coffee tables, the versatility of 

Zendo Sense makes it the perfect fit for settings of all shapes and sizes : from 

intimate urban balconies to lavish terraces with infinite views.

Discover Zendo Sense

Zendo Sense.

49Collections | Zendo Sense



Zendo Sense | sofa set 4                          Torsa | organic coffee table Ø100x24h - organic coffee table Ø60x35h Nubo | organic rug 446x255 
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Zendo Sense | 2,5-seater sofa - coffee table 150x80x25h - coffee table 96x96x35h

Nubo | organic rug 446x255 - 292x152 - 223x137
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Zendo Sense | club chair
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Zendo Sense | sofa set 3 - coffee table 96x96x25h Tsuki | side table Ø35x39h
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Flows | lounge chair - large footstool
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Flows.

Flows | sun lounger teak

Designed by Metrica Design Studio

Flows unites a world of contrasts: limber yet strong, this 

collection features a light, elegant aluminium frame combined 

with the warmth of a handcrafted wood finish. Flows carefully 

balances old and new to give the pieces their defining 

characteristics. The unique shape of the oval legs turns the Flows 

sofas and loungers into one-of-a-kind pieces destined for long-

lasting appreciation.

Discover Flows
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San | bench - 200x65
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Flows | sun lounger textiles   Tsuki | side table Ø40x45h - side table Ø35x39h
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Flows | custom sofa set Touch | pouf Ø52 - pouf Ø82
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Cobi | coffee table 79x79x30h – coffee table 113x79x37h60 Collections | Cobi



 Cobi
.

Designed by Matthew Townsend

Cobi is a piece by American designer Matthew Townsend, who sought to create 

a new range of coffee tables that would complement several of Manutti’s already 

existing furniture collections. A true example of craftmanship, Cobi is beautiful in 

its standard brushed teak or teak scuro finish.

Discover Cobi

Cobi | coffee table 113x113x30h - coffee table 79x79x37hFlows | sofa set 3

61Collections | Cobi



Solid.
Designed by Lionel Doyen

Fashioned from natural teak and brushed 

teak nero, the Solid collection is both 

an invitation and a bold statement. The 

design of the chairs and stools perfectly 

balances technological innovation and 

authentic craftsmanship. Its graceful 

wooden frame and delicately crafted plush 

seating simultaneously suggest solidity 

and comfort – a sensation that is further 

amplified by its sensual shape, which 

molds to the body. 

Discover Solid

Solid | dining chair Torsa | dining table Ø148 - 73h
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Solid | counter height stool - 61 Torsa | counter height table 264x118 - 91hTouch | pouf Ø82
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Solid | bar stool with back - 79

Solid | stool - 47
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Solid | dining chair Torsa | dining table Ø148 - 73h
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Torsa | dining table 264x118 - 73h Solid | dining chair
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Designed by Stephane De Winter

Torsa tables are the epitome of sophistication: slender 

and light. The sculpted teak base is combined with a 

tabletop made of teak, marble or monochrome ceramic. 

A relaxing coffee break, a festive banquet or jolly 

aperitif: Torsa tables turn any occasion into a moment to 

remember. Thanks to its understated size, Torsa is apt for 

small or large spaces and is multi-functional.

Torsa.
Torsa | dining table Ø100 - 73h Solid | dining chair

Torsa | organic coffee table Ø60x35h

Discover Torsa
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Torsa | organic coffee table Ø100x24h - coffee table Ø60x35h Kobo |  3-seater sofa
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Torsa | dining table Ø100 - 73h Sandua | dining chair
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Torsa | dining table 264x118 - 73h Solid | stool - 47Sandua | dining chair
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Kobo | sun lounger Tsuki | side table Ø40x45hTorsa | organic coffee table Ø60x35h - coffee table Ø60x35h
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Torsa | organic coffee table Ø100x24h - coffee table Ø60x35h

Tsuki | side table Ø40x45h - side table Ø35x39h

Kobo | lounge chair - 3-seater sofaTouch | pouf Ø82 - pouf Ø52

Designed by Stephane De Winter

Timeless in style, Kobo is a marvel of technical complexity. Its secret? A 

structure made entirely of hand-woven rope around a welded aluminum 

frame. The curved lines of the armchair and full-length sofa are 

combined with deep, plush seating for an extreme comfort. 

Kobo.

Discover Kobo
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Kobo | sun loungerGiro | side table Ø48x41h
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Kobo | lounge chair

77Collections | Kobo



Kobo | 3-seater sofa - lounge chair Torsa | coffee table Ø148x30h - coffee table Ø100x24h
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Touch | pouf Ø82 Linear | rug 250x350
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Designed by Stephane De Winter

The unique, airy design of the Radoc collection 

is perfect for exquisite moments of warmth and 

closeness. Its wrap-around back and armrests, 

made entirely out of rope, blend seamlessly and 

give the piece a neomodern yet timeless look and 

feel. Keep it sober or opt for matching backrest 

cushions designed for optimal seating comfort 

for long get-togethers. 

Radoc
.

Discover Radoc
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Radoc | 3-seater sofa - bar stool with back 76

Touch | pouf Ø52 - pouf Ø82 - pouf 112x65

Mood | coffee table Ø100x33h

Linear | rug 250x300

Torsa | counter height table Ø80 - 91h
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Radoc | dining chair - chaise lounge    Torsa | dining table Ø100 - 73h

82 Collections | Radoc



Radoc | lounge chair

Giro | side table Ø48x41h

Touch | pouf Ø52 - pouf Ø82 Twist | rug 170x230
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Radoc | chaise lounge Giro | side table Ø48x41h
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Designed by Gerd Couckhuyt

A wide range of sizes, finishes and table tops allows for seemingly 

endless combination possibilities within the Mood table collection. 

These fun, versatile and lightweight tables are a perfect addition to any 

outdoor lounge, regardless of whether you are looking for a classy side 

table or a playful mix of nesting coffee tables.

Mood
.

Discover Mood

Radoc | lounge chair

Twist | rug 170x230

Mood | coffee table Ø100x33h
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Mood | coffee table Ø60x56h - coffee table Ø42x45h - coffee table Ø100x33h - coffee table Ø80x28h

Torsa | coffee table Ø148x30h - coffee table Ø100x24h
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Mood |   coffee table Ø60x38h - coffee table Ø100x33h 
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Sandua | high back lounge chair - outdoor lighting LED small  - medium - large

Nubo | organic rug 446x255
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Designed by Lionel Doyen

The San collection draws from Japanese art as inspiration for 

its truly iconic design. Both timeless and contemporary, the 

minimalist frame has been meticulously refined to expose every 

detail. An artful blend of shapes and materials illustrates the 

ingenuity of this creation. The winner of the Interior Design’s 

Best of Year Award 2016 in the category ‘Furniture – Outdoor 

Seating’, San is a perfect fit for any setting, exterior or interior. 

San.

Discover San
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San | bench 200x65 91Collections | San



San | sun lounger    Tsuki | side table Ø35x39h
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San | bench 200x65

93Collections | San



Duo | dining chair Mood | coffee table Ø60x56h
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Designed by Koen Van Extergem

In their durable yet airy design, the Duo chair and rocking chair radiate purity. Marked by 

the duality of traditional craftsmanship and meticulous metalwork, both chairs are beacons 

of transparency. Duo is composed of two connected frames made of bent steel, giving the 

impression of being held together by ropes. The Duo rocking chair is the winner of the 2018 

Archiproducts Design Award in the ‘Outdoor’ category.

Duo.

Discover Duo

95Collections | Duo



Duo | dining chair Prato | dining table 270x107 - 75h

96 Collections | Duo
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Designed by Stephane De Winter

The ultra-light Echo armchair is an elegant mix of 

contemporary design and a vintage twist. The chair 

comes with a high, curved, rectangular backrest and 

a firm but supple seat in a woven rope finish, for an 

unparalleled seating experience. 

Echo.

Discover Echo

Echo | dining chair

98 Collections | Echo



Echo | lounge chair  Lumo | outdoor lighting LED medium - large

99Collections | Echo



Echo | dining chair

100 Collections | Echo



Echo | dining chair Napoli | bistro table Ø80 - 75h

101Collections | Echo



Minus | dining table 220x100 - 74h

Designed by Stephane De Winter

With its slender design and muted, warm colours, the Minus 

table collection is your ideal match for a naturally intimate dining 

experience. Its minimal, sensual frame is sure to entice. 

Minus
.

Discover Minus

102 Collections | Minus



Minus | dining table 220x100 - 74h Radoc | dining chair
103Collections | Minus



Minus | dining table 280x100 - 74h Duo | dining chair

104 Collections | Minus



105Collections | Minus



Kumo | pouf 50x50

Designed by Lionel Doyen

Kumo is a light and playful contemporary seating island. Japanese for 

cloud, Kumo invites you to create your personalised outdoor cocoon. 

It comes in different shapes and sizes. The movable armrests and back 

supports are easily adjusted to create either a comfortable sofa or 

stylish sun lounger, a luxurious lounge chair or a relaxing footstool. 

Kumo.

Discover Kumo

106 Collections | Kumo



Kumo | custom sofa set Tavo | closed side table 44x36x45h

107Collections | Kumo



Kumo | custom sofa set - sun lounger Prato | coffee table 180x90x35h

108 Collections | Kumo
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Discover outdoor
side tables

From the playful Tsuki to the stylish Vitral, Manutti has the perfect 

side table to complete your outdoor experience.

Outdoor 
side tables

.

Tsuki | side table Ø40x45h - side table Ø35x39h

110 Collections | Side tables



Sandua | high back lounge chair Tsuki | side table Ø40x45h - side table Ø35x39h

111Collections | Side tables



Giro | side table Ø48x41hTavo | closed side table 44x36x45h Lina | open side table 44x32x45h

112 Collections | Side tables



Vitral | side table 80x58

113Collections | Side tables



Elements | sofa set 4 Kumo | pouf 50x50 Vitral | side table 80x58 - side table 80x37

114 Collections | Elements



Designed by Gerd Couckhuyt

With its inviting form and fascinating design, the Elements seating island is a 

sight for sore eyes. This ultra-sectional and movable seating sofa set allows for 

endless arrangement options, due to the changeable back positions. A slender 

strip of illuminating LED lights gives Elements a floating impression. Subdued 

colours are combined with the durability of Quaryl®, developed by 

Villeroy & Boch. Elements was awarded a Red Dot Award in 2014.

Elements
.

Elements | sofa set 6 - footstool 60

Discover Elements

115Collections | Elements



Elements | sofa set 1 
116 Collections | Elements
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Elements | sofa set 4 with LED Vitral | side table 80x58

118 Collections | Elements
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Designed by Koen Van Extergem

Whatever the occasion, our Lumo LED lighting – in aluminium and wood – will 

create just the right evening ambience. Say yes to a bright outdoor terrace, ideal for 

organizing lush dinners or relaxing under the stars, Lumo is remote controlled and 

available in small, medium and large. Now also available with a teak scuro finishing.

 Lumo | outdoor lighting LED small - medium San | bench 200x65

Discover Lumo

Lumo
.

120 Collections | Lumo



 Lumo | outdoor lighting LED medium

121Collections | Lumo



Designed by Koen Van Extergem

Air is a table collection in aluminum. Fit for any style, the Air tables 

comes in a classic design that radiates charm and warmth. Air breathes 

a fresh breeze into every outdoor moment.

Air
.

Discover Air

122 Collections | Air



Air | dining table 264x118 - 74h Radoc | dining chair

123Collections | Air



Moon Island | sofa set 2

124 Collections | Moon IslandCollections | Moon Island124



Designed by Gerd Couckhuyt

Moon Island consists of four sofa islands that can be 

mixed and moved around a central coffee table or 

footstool. The minimalist design gives your imagination 

free rein: possibilities range from an intimate sofa corner 

to an accommodating lounge island. The Moon Island 

collection comes in a wide variety of fabrics and colours. 

Moon 
Island

.

Discover Moon Island

125Collections | Moon Island



Moon Island | sofa set 1 - side table Ø63x39h

126 Collections | Moon Island



Moon Island | sofa set 1 - sidetable Ø63x39h - side table Ø52x47h

127Collections | Moon Island



Latona | dining chair

128 Collections | Latona



Latona | bar stool  with back - textiles 80

Designed by Stephane De Winter

The sleek and slender lines of Latona complete any modern-day space, 

large or small. The collection oozes dignity through its cool materials, 

rigid contours and matching muted colour palette. With its intimate 

edging, the airy Latona look inspires ultimate serenity. 

Latona.

Discover Latona

129Collections | Latona



Prato | dining table 215x107 - 75h Radoc | dining chair

130 Collections | Prato



Designed by Stephane De Winter

With its notable elegant profiles, the Prato table collection 

showcases timeless beauty. The sleek shapes of Prato 

pieces fit effortlessly into any outdoor setting. The collection 

features beautiful traditional dining and coffee tables in  

many different finishes. 

Prato.

Discover Prato

Prato | dining table 270x107 - 75h Duo | dining chair

131Collections | Prato



Prato | dining table 270x107 - 75h Radoc | dining chair

132 Collections | Prato



River | lounge chair - 3-seater sofa Prato | coffee table 180x90x35h - bench 270x40

133Collections | Prato



Designed by Stephane De Winter

Clean-cut lines and a sophisticated appeal are at the heart 

of the Fuse table collection. The pieces breathe a warm and 

classic ambience that aligns with any rustic environment. The 

minimalist and ultra-light design of the collection create a sense 

of pure delight. 

Fuse
.

Discover Fuse

Fuse | sun lounger textiles

134 Collections | Fuse



Fuse | dining table 300x100 75h - dining bench 300x39

135Collections | Fuse



Designed by Stephane De Winter

The stately extendable Luna table opens the door 

to endless combinations. Thanks to its clean lines, 

any seat combines with the modest design of 

this piece. Add a backlit LED base and treat your 

guests to an atmospheric vibe. 

Luna.

Discover Luna

Luna | dining table extendable 240-360x100 - 76h

Mood | dining chair

136 Collections | Luna



Luna | dining table extendable 240-360x100 - 76h

137Collections | Luna



Designed by Stephane De Winter

The Trento table collection combines elegant design with unprecedented 

ease of use due to its built-in wheels. The seemingly floating tabletop 

gives every piece in the collection a modern, graceful look. 

Trento.
Trento | dining table 215x105 - 75h Echo | dining chair

Discover Trento

138 Collections | Trento



Trento | dining table 215x105 - 75h Echo | dining chair

San | bench 200x65

139Collections | Trento



Designed by Stephane De Winter

Outdoor dining reaches new heights with the Napoli collection, 

offering a wide range of dining, bar and high dining tables.

Discover Napoli

Napoli
. Napoli | bistro table 75x75 - 75h 

Echo | dining chair

140 Collections | Napoli



Napoli | bistro table Ø80 - 75h   Echo | dining chair

141Collections | Napoli



Designed by Stephane De Winter

The River collection owes its name and inspiration to the meandering 

flow of a watercourse. Through its elegant curves and shapes, the 

sofas and sunbeds mimic natural surroundings, fostering a harmonious, 

relaxing space for connection. Become one with nature and 

experience its calming effects in this low-to-the-ground design with 

extra deep seating. 

River
.

River | lounge chair

Discover River

Mood | coffee table Ø42x45h

142 Collections | River



River | 3-seater sofa Lumo | outdoor lighting large - medium

143Collections | River



Mood | dining chair Prato | dining table 270x107 - 75h

144 Collections | Mood



Designed by Stephane De Winter 
Mood is a lightweight and durable resin wicker chair. 

Designed with translucence in mind, the chairs are 

available as high or low units. This collection also 

includes side tables in different sizes and finishes.

Mood
.

Discover Mood

Mood | lounge chair

145Collections | Mood



Mood | bar stool with back - 80

Napoli | bar table 75x75 - 110h

146 Collections | Mood



Mood | lounge chair - coffee table Ø100x33h - coffee table Ø80x28h

147Collections | Mood



San Diego | sun lounger - small footstool

148 Collections | San Diego



Designed by Stephane De Winter

The San Diego collection combines strong water-repellent 

fabrics and synthetic aged rattan cane work. The natural 

materials and tones add to its ageless appeal. 

San  
Diego.

San Diego | high back lounge chair - small footstool

San Diego | lounge chair - 2,5 seater sofa - large footstool

Discover San Diego

149Collections | San Diego



Malibu | chaise lounge

Designed by Stephane De Winter

The exotic Malibu collection will be your favourite 

place to relax beneath the palm trees. Whether 

on the strand or the veranda, the graceful Malibu 

patio chair exudes sunny sophistication. Perfect 

to relax in with a delicious cup of tea. 

Malibu
.

Discover Malibu

150 Collections | Malibu



Malibu | chaise lounge - lounge chair - 2,5-seater sofa - coffee table 114x114x30h - side table 43x43x60h

151Collections | Malibu
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Accessories•
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Nubo
.

Designed by Manutti Design Studio

In a play of light, shape and colour, Nubo’s appearance seems to transform at every 

glance. Styled to bring out the best of your outdoor furniture, these bold and 

sophisticated anthracite or pepper rugs come in three organic shapes and sizes, 

designed to nest into each other. Or better still, have one custom-made to completely 

suit your unique needs. Whether an elegant complement or a playful contrast, these 

outdoor rugs are a sure match to any setting.

Discover Nubo

Nubo | organic rug 446x255

Nubo | organic rug 292x152

Nubo | organic rug 223x137

Available sizes

154 Accessories | Nubo



Sandua | high back lounge chair
Zendo Sense | sofa set 7 - coffee table 150x80x25h - coffee table 150x80x35hNubo | organic rug 446x255 - 292x152 - 223x137

155Accessories | Nubo



Designed by Manutti Design Studio 

Style your luxury lounge experience with Twist, a stylish outdoor rug made of tex-

tilene and resistant to all weather conditions. Available in three sizes and silver or 

bronze finishes, Twist will turn every terrace floor into something magical.

Twist
.

Discover Twist
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Available sizes

156 Accessories | Twist



Radoc | lounge chair Twist | rug 200x290 Touch | pouf Ø82 - pouf Ø52

157Accessories | Twist



Designed by Manutti Design Studio 

Transform any terrace floor into a magical space with Linear, a stylish outdoor rug made 

from textilene that is resistant to all weather conditions. Linear is available in three sizes 

and comes in anthracite or pepper finishes, allowing you to tailor your luxury lounge 

experience to perfection.

Discover Linear

Linear
.
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Available sizes

158 Accessories | Linear



Kobo | lounge chair - 3-seater sofa   Twist | rug 200x290 Torsa | coffee table Ø148x30h - coffee table Ø100x24h 

159Accessories | Linear



Touch | pouf 112x65 - pouf Ø82 - pouf Ø52 
160 Accessories | Touch



Designed by Manutti Design Studio 

Spruce up your garden space with Touch, a comfortable set of nomad poufs. Use them any way 

you like: as an extra seat, a side table or to put your feet up after a long day. The Touch collec-

tion comes in a wide variety of fabrics and colours. Combine multiple sizes or mix and match 

with some of our side tables for a truly playful effect.

Touch.

Discover Touch

Touch | pouf Ø82 - pouf Ø52 

Available shapes

161Accessories | Touch



Centra Max | umbrella 300x400 - teak

162 Accessories | Umbrellas



Designed by Stephane De Winter

The Centra and Centra Max umbrellas offer a comfortable spot in the 

shade without having to compromise on space. A stylish combo of a strong 

aluminium or teak pole and iron base, our umbrellas guarantee solidity.  

Select your preferred fabric to add style to your outdoor experience.

Umbrellas.

Discover our umbrellas

Centra | umbrella 180x180 - alu

Centra Max | umbrella Ø300 - teak
Kobo | sun lounger
Lumo | outdoor lighting LED small - medium

Radoc | chaise lounge

Available shapes

163Accessories | Umbrellas



Cushion boxes
.

Designed by Manutti Design Studio

Each Manutti creation has been manufactured with close attention to the smallest 

detail. We carefully select the best raw materials and finishings for your outdoor 

furniture, enabling it to withstand the most capricious weather conditions. To protect 

your Manutti pieces, we’ve developed a series of products that will guarantee their 

extended lifespan and your carefree enjoyment for many years to come.

Discover our cushion boxes

Fuse | cushion box large

164 Accessories | Cushion boxes



Aspen | cushion box large

165Accessories | Cushion boxes



Step into our world of 
outdoor luxury at any 
moment
Feeling inspired? Experience Manutti for yourself and discover a world 

beyond your wildest expectations. Bask in the luxury and invitation 

of our unique design pieces, created with your comfort and pleasure 

in mind. All that is left for you to do is connect, dream and share 

experiences. 

At Manutti, we don’t just design furniture. We design outdoor luxury. 

Join us outside for a moment of joy at any time of the day, every day: 

from the cool breeze at dawn and the hot afternoon sun to the sultry 

embrace of sunset. Make every outdoor moment a Manutti moment. 

To enhance your experience, delve into our suite of online tools. 

Utilize the configurator on our website to effortlessly tailor your 

pieces, ensuring they align perfectly with your vision.

Additionally, step into the enchanting world of Manutti Moments. In 

each Manutti Moment, we invite you to discover the seamless fusion 

of luxury and inspiration. From sunrise to sunset, and every magical 

moment in between.

Discover us online. 

link manutti.com   earth  manutti-moments.com  

facebook Manutti  instagram Manutti_official  pinterest Manutti_official

166
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Copyright

All Manutti designs, names, photos and intellectual property 

used in this brochure are the copyright of Manutti.

Any infringement or abuse of our copyright will be pursued 

by law. Manutti always reserves the right to make changes 

or additions to the descriptions or features given in 

this brochure in the light of technical developments or 

availability of materials. We are not responsible for variations 

in colour, weight or dimensions, as variations are possible 

whenever products are hand-made.

MANUTTI Head office 

Beverenstraat 13-17, 8540 Deerlijk - Belgium 

Tel. + 32 56 645 625 - info@manutti.com
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